Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Dependence is any statistical relationships between two random variables and correlation describes any kind of the statistical relationships including dependence. In practice, correlations can be used to predict any potential relationships of interest. The Pearson correlation coefficient appears to be the most commonly used method for assessing correlation. However, the Pearson correlation is sensitive to linear correlations, while several other methods are more robust to detect the non-linear correlations^[@CR1]--[@CR3]^. Testing linear/nonlinear dependence of two variables is one of the fundamental tasks in statistics.

The Pearson correlation (or Pearson's r), first proposed by Karl Pearson and Francis Galton^[@CR4]--[@CR8]^, is a measure of the correlation between two random variables (X and Y). It assigns a value that varies from -1 to 1. The correlation between the two variables is defined as the product of their covariance divided by their standard deviation. Although the Pearson correlation coefficient is often used, the Pearson's r of sample statistic is not distributionally robust (non-normal distribution)^[@CR9]^ and its values may be misleading when there are outliers^[@CR10],[@CR11]^.

The Spearman correlation coefficient (or Spearman's rho) is a nonparametric statistical method of measuring the statistical association between two variables. It evaluates the process during which two variables can be described by monotonic functions. The Spearman correlation coefficient is defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient of the rank variable^[@CR12]^. The Kendall rank correlation coefficient (or Kendall's tau coefficient), proposed by Maurice Kendall in 1938, is another nonparametric statistical method to test the correlations of two variables^[@CR13]^. And there is no assumption made about the distribution of X and Y or (X, Y).

Other commonly used statistical methods to evaluate the correlations of two random variables include distance correlation, Hoeffding's independence test, maximal information coefficient (MIC), Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) and so on. The distance correlation is a statistical method of measuring statistical dependence of two random variables. The distance correlation coefficient is zero if and only if the two random variables are statistically independent. The distance correlation coefficient was proposed by Gabor J Szekely (2005), which solves the deficiency of Pearson correlation coefficient (Pearson's r can be zero for dependent variables). When the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0, it indicates linearly irrelevant but does not imply independence, whereas the distance correlation is 0 if and only if the random variables are statistically independent^[@CR14],[@CR15]^. Hoeffding's independence test, named after Wassily Hoeffding, is a measure of group deviation. Hoeffding derived an unbiased estimate of H, which can be used to test the independence of the two variables. This test can only be applied to continuously distributed dataset. A sample-based version of this measure was discussed under the null distribution^[@CR16]^. MIC is an established method to measure the linear or non-linear correlation between two random variables. MIC belongs to the nonparametric statistical method based on the maximal information theory^[@CR17]^. MIC uses binning to apply mutual information to continuous random variables and MIC is an approach for selecting the number of bins and finding a maximum over possible grids. HSIC (Gretton et al. year) was an independence criterion based on the eigen-spectrum of covariance operators in reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHSs), consisting of an empirical estimate of the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion^[@CR18]^. HHG (proposed by Heller et al.) is a powerful test that is applicable to all dimensions, consistent against all alternatives and is easy to implement^[@CR19]^.

We had previously developed a new algorithm called continuous variance analysis (CANOVA)^[@CR20]^, the idea came from the analysis of variance (ANOVA) of continuous response with a categorical factor^[@CR21]^. In the CANOVA framework, we first define a neighborhood of each data point according to its X value, and then calculate the variance of the Y value within the neighborhood, and finally use a permutation test to assess the significance of the observed "within neighborhood variance"^[@CR20]^. CANOVA is an efficient method in case of non-linear correlation, especially when the function is highly oscillating.

In the current study, we proposed a new nonlinear dependence measure method: Bagging Nearest-Neighbor Prediction independence Test (BNNPT). BNNPT is based on a permutation test of the square error (SE) of bagging nearest neighbor estimator. In pattern recognition, the k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm (or simply k-NN) is a nonparametric approach for classification and regression^[@CR22]^. The optimal choice of k depends on the distribution of the data. Typically, large k values may reduce the effect of noise on the classification^[@CR23]^, but the boundaries between the classes are less distinct. The special case where the class is predicted to be the class of the closest training sample (k = 1) is called the nearest neighbor algorithm. Bagging, also known as "bootstrap aggregation", is an algorithm for machine learning aggregators that aims to improve the stability and accuracy of the machine learning algorithms. Furthermore, it reduces the variance, decreasing the possibility of over-fitting. Bagging is a special case of the model averaging method. On the other hand, it can slightly reduce the performance of stabilization methods, such as K-nearest neighbors^[@CR24]^.

In the BNNPT framework, we first used the value of X to construct a bagging neighborhood structure. And then, we got the out of bag estimator of Y based on the bagging neighborhood structure. The square error (SE) was calculated to measure how good Y is predicted by X. Finally, a permutation test was applied to detect the significance of the observed square error. We compared the false positive ratio^[@CR25]^ and statistical power^[@CR26]^ of BNNPT with seven other common correlation coefficient algorithms in simulation study. Furthermore, we compared their performance in a real Rugao longevity cohort (mitochondrial DNA haplogroups)^[@CR27]^ and a kidney cancer RNA-seq (transcriptome sequencing) data set^[@CR28],[@CR29]^.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Summary {#Sec3}
-------

The main framework of BNNPT is based on a permutation test^[@CR30]^ of the square error of a bagging nearest neighbor estimator. For two vectors X and Y of length N, we first construct a bagging neighborhood structure based on X only. The neighborhood structure is an index matrix of N rows and K (number of bags) columns. The element X~Neighborhood(i,j)~ is defined as the *jth* bag's nearest neighbor of X~*i*~, Neighborhood(i,j) ≠ i. The element of Neighborhood(i,j) is sampled as follow: we draw a bag of mtry values from X, and choose the one X~nearest~ that is closest to X~i~, then Neighborhood(i,j) = nearest. When neighborhood structure is available, we were able to construct a bagging nearest neighbor estimator of each Y~i~:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The square error SE = \|\|H-Y\|\|~2~ indicates how well Y is predicted by X. To assess the statistical significance level, a permutation test is conducted using SE as the test statistics. We randomly shuffle Y many times and count the probability that SE~random~ \<  = SE, which is reported as the p-value.
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Pseudocode for BNNPT {#Sec4}
--------------------

Input: two data vector X and Y, both are of length N.

Parameter: bags, mtry (default = sqrt(N)), permutations.Algorithm.

Simulation study {#Sec5}
----------------

Nine simple functions (including constant function, linear function, quadratic function, sine function and cosine function) were simulated. Additionally, we added Gaussian noise (mean = 0, Gaussian variance = 1) to Y in these nine simple functions, as shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In the simulation data, we set different Gaussian noise levels (mean = 0, Gaussian variance = 1/9, 1/4, 4 and 9) and reported the power across noise levels (shown in Supplemental Materials [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We selected seven algorithms as the benchmarks: Pearson correlation coefficient, Spearman rank correlation coefficient, Kendall rank correlation coefficient, Distance correlation, Hoeffding's independence test, MIC and CANOVA. One thousand sets of simulations were carried out to calculate the false positives rate and the statistical power. Two different sample sizes were selected (N = 50 and 760), x as the independent variable which was uniformly distributed in (−1, 1) and y as the dependent variable (shown in Supplemental Materials [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Notably, MIC has a bias/variance parameter (the 'alpha' parameter in the minerva implementation): the maximal allowed resolution of any grid^[@CR17]^. Reshef et al. also reported that different parameter setting (α = 0.55, c = 5) is faster than the default setting and does not significantly affect performance^[@CR31]^. For simplicity, the default parameters of the MIC (α = 0.6, c = 15) was used in this work.Table 1Simulation power in nine sample functions.N = 50, X \~U(−1,1)BNNPTPearsonSpearmanKendallHoeffdingDistanceCANOVAMICy = 0 + N(0,1)0.0500.0580.0530.0550.0680.0590.0530.046y = x + N(0,1)0.839**0.958**0.9510.9500.9400.9460.5440.593y = $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Applications on Rugao longevity cohort dataset {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------------

We compared the BNNPT algorithm with the other seven algorithms using a real Rugao longevity cohort for mitochondrial DNA haplogroups, which included 1852 samples (463 exceptional longevity samples, 926 elder sampled, 463 middle-aged samples) and 28 major mitochondrial haplogroups^[@CR27]^. The samples with missing values were omitted (remained 1835 samples).

The level of correlations between genotype data X (28 mitochondrial haplogroups data) and phenotype data Y (ages) were tested. For simplicity, the other algorithms were applied the default parameters (especially for MIC, α = 0.6, c = 15). The p value results and comparisons are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The significance level was preset to be 0.05.Table 2The p-value comparison of benchmarked methods in Rugao longevity cohort data.mtDNA haplogroupBNNPTPearsonSpearmanKendallHoeffding\*DistanceCanovaD0.9980.4230.5670.5671.0000.4210.541D40.6550.1750.3580.3571.0000.1620.486D4a0.5190.8090.8880.8881.0000.9510.485D4b0.5680.6470.7840.7841.0000.7860.482D4b20.9810.3760.4490.4491.0000.4190.508D4b2b0.7990.5800.5480.5481.0000.7280.426D50.1880.5680.6940.6941.0000.7820.502M120.9070.7390.6050.6051.0000.8880.527G0.3030.9330.7230.7231.0000.9430.507G20.1490.1610.2320.2321.0000.2610.529M70.9570.9610.9940.9941.0000.9470.500M7b0.6190.7050.9920.9921.0000.8060.512M80.9630.8630.8510.8511.0000.3680.528M8a0.4470.3970.3650.3651.0000.1460.455C0.2460.5130.5830.5831.0000.7130.501M90.541**0.030**0.0540.0541.000**0.016**0.433M100.3470.7930.9630.9631.0000.8660.503N90.313**0.024**0.0600.0601.000**0.037**0.435N9a0.3520.0840.1930.1931.0000.1300.471A**0.029**0.3710.5300.5301.0000.5320.484F0.2240.1130.0650.0651.0000.1700.434F10.4420.2390.1270.1271.0000.2800.466B0.1800.3880.3680.3681.0000.4510.544B50.6560.2010.5240.5241.0000.1880.501B5a0.3210.1890.6530.6531.0000.1770.547B5b0.7090.6540.7400.7401.0000.4790.508B4a**0.012**0.0970.0860.0861.0000.1090.499B4b0.7460.5400.8330.8331.0000.5440.391The significant (significance level = 0.05) pvalues of methods were marked in bold.^\*^The genotype data X (28 mitochondrial haplogroups data) were drawn from a discontinuous distribution, Hoeffding's independence test may have a defect for discontinuous distributions.

Applications on kidney cancer dataset {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------

We also compared the BNNPT algorithm with the other seven algorithms using a real RNA-seq dataset for kidney cancer, which included 604 samples (532 cancer samples, 72 normal samples) and 20531 genes^[@CR28],[@CR29]^.

The level of correlations between genotype data X (20,531 gene expression data) and phenotype data Y (whether kidney cancer or not) were evaluated. The computing time of each algorithm was also compared. The significance level is preset to be 2.435e-06 (Bonferroni correction). For simplicity, the other algorithms were applied the default parameters (especially for MIC, α = 0.6, c = 15). The results and comparisons are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Comparison of computing time and detected significant genes numbers of all methods in kidney cancer dataset (the significance level α = 2.435e-06).Kidney cancer datasetBNNPTPearsonSpearmanKendallHoeffdingDistanceCANOVAMICThe number of unique genes (reported in pubmed)**387 (15)**15 (1)41 (1)0 (0)0 (0)120 (1)8 (1)3 (0)Significant number106178239**11629**1156949531094659018081Computing time (seconds)80\***0.0023**0.00250.00821.8\~5000200.027^\*^In order to compare the computing time, the number of permutations of BNNPT is set to 10,000,000 times. If the number of permutations of BNNPT is set to 100,000 times, it only needs 1 seconds. The bold means the first place results of all methods compared. The Computing time was recorded between 1 gene and 604 samples.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Results from simulation study {#Sec9}
-----------------------------

It can be seen that when the constant function (y = 0) was used, we compared the false positive rate of the different methods at the significance level of 0.05 in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Pearson correlation coefficient, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, Kendall's rank correlation coefficient, Distance correlation coefficient, CANOVA, MIC and BNNPT, all showed a false positive rate around 0.05. It does mean that the Type I error rate was adequately controlled. However, the false positive rate of the Hoeffding's independence test was slightly higher than 0.05. Therefore, it is crucial to note that under settings similar to the simulation study, Hoeffding's method led to more false positives than the other methods.

For the comparison of the statistical power of other non-constant functions in the simulation data, we observed the following in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}: (1) In case of linear correlations, the Pearson correlation coefficient is the most powerful method, BNNPT is less powerful than Pearson correlation coefficient, but does not fail (power \> 0.5); (2) In the case of non-linear correlation, BNNPT appeared to be most powerful, when the function is highly oscillatory/nonlinear, its power is higher than other methods. (3) BNNPT is more powerful than the MIC algorithm in all cases.

By comparing the non-constant correlations shown in Supplemental Materials [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: We concluded that: (1) When the Gaussian noise level is low (Gaussian variance = 1/9, 1/4), most of the methods have a high power, especially in simple linear relationships. But BNNPT has a higher power in most non-constant functions, especially in non-linear functions. (2) When the Gaussian noise level is high (e.g. Gaussian variance = 4, 9), most methods had much lower power while BNNPT achieved better power than other methods in complex sine/cosine functions. (3) When the sample size is larger (N = 760), BNNPT still achieved better power than other methods in complex sine/cosine functions. However, Pearson's correlation coefficient is more powerful in the simple linear functions. Therefore, when the relationship between the two random variables is linear, we recommend the use of the Pearson correlation coefficient to obtain higher statistical power. When the relationship is nonlinear or complicated, BNNPT is a good choice to explore the correlation structure of the data.

Results from the Rugao longevity cohort dataset {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------

The p-value comparison for the Rugao longevity cohort^[@CR27]^ is shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. It indicated that BNNPT detected two mtDNA haplogroups, haplogroup A and haplogroup B4a (P value \< 0.05). Pearson correlation coefficient detected two mtDNA haplogroups: haplogroup M9 and haplogroup N9 (Pvalue \< 0.05). Distance also detected two mtDNA haplogroups, the same two as Pearson. All BNNPT and CANOVA results were realized in the C +  + ^[@CR32]^ environment and the other six benchmarks were calculated using the R packages 'energy'^[@CR33]^, 'Hmisc'^[@CR34]^ and 'minerva'^[@CR35]^. All BNNPT results were calculated in parallel (fully using all 8 CPU cores) on a desktop PC, equipped with an AMD FX-8320 CPU and 32 GB memory. In addition, all of the R code was computed in parallel through an R package named 'snow'^[@CR36]^.

Literature review for validation of each haplogroup was then performed in the pubmed database. In one Japanese population, the mitochondrial haplogroups A confers a significant risk for coronary atherosclerosis which is a kind of age-related disease^[@CR37]^. B4a was reported that has negatively correlated with ages in Rugao population^[@CR27]^. Haplogroup M9 and haplogroup N9 were reported to be related to longevity^[@CR27],[@CR38]^.

Results from the kidney cancer study {#Sec11}
------------------------------------

The comparison and computing time for kidney cancer dataset^[@CR28],[@CR29]^ is shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. In order to compare the computing time, the number of permutations of BNNPT is set to be 10,000,000 times (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). In Supplemental Materials [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}, we provided genes that were only detected by the BNNPT method (that was not detected by other methods). For comparison, we also listed genes that can only be detected by other methods in Supplemental Materials [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}. All BNNPT and CANOVA analyses were conducted in the C +  + ^[@CR32]^ environment and the other six benchmarks were calculated using the R packages^[@CR33]--[@CR36]^.

We observed that the Spearman correlation coefficient can detect the most number of significant genes (11629 genes, α = 2.435e-06, in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) in real kidney cancer RNA-seq data. The BNNPT method detects slightly less (10617 genes) than Spearman's correlation coefficient. To explore the biological relevance of the detected genes and to compare the features of each method, we use the "uniquely significant genes" detected from each method as the target gene set, and then performed a literature review for validation of each gene in the pubmed database.

The uniquely significant genes detected by BNNPT and the corresponding p values of all methods are provided in Supplemental Materials [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}, and these genes reported in pubmed (indicating that there is an abstract in pubmed concerning a relationship with kidney cancer and the gene) are shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} (Scatterplot and probability density distribution). Similarly, the uniquely significant genes found by other methods are shown in Supplemental Materials [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} and the genes reported in pubmed are showed in Figs [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Table 4Reported significant genes detected only by BNNPT and corresponding p-value (the rank of the p-value of each gene from each method) of all methods in kidney cancer dataset (α = 2.435e-06).GeneBNNPTPearsonSpearmanKendallHoeffdingDistanceCANOVAMIC\****APOE***0.0E + 00 (1)2.9E-01 (16358)7.7E-02 (16536)7.7E-02 (16537)5.5E-01 (15039)2.0E-02 (16518)1.6E-05 (6180)2.2E-01 (8577)***ASPH***0.0E + 00 (1)3.8E-03 (11660)1.0E-05 (12081)1.2E-05 (12081)3.4E-02 (11141)6.0E-06 (11295)3.7E-02 (9785)2.2E-01 (8606)***BMP4***0.0E + 00 (1)9.3E-01 (19986)2.1E-03 (14118)2.2E-03 (14119)6.1E-02 (11730)6.4E-05 (12684)2.4E-02 (8847)2.1E-01 (9771)***MIR17HG***0.0E + 00 (1)9.1E-04 (10773)3.5E-05 (12478)3.9E-05 (12478)3.9E-02 (11281)8.0E-06 (11504)4.5E-02 (10423)2.1E-01 (9539)***NUMB***0.0E + 00 (1)7.0E-03 (12077)1.8E-02 (15348)1.8E-02 (15348)1.5E-01 (12762)6.0E-06 (11295)6.2E-02 (12087)2.2E-01 (8104)***RCOR1***0.0E + 00 (1)1.9E-01 (15499)1.8E-01 (17402)1.8E-01 (17402)4.0E-01 (13963)1.0E-04 (12905)3.9E-02 (9979)2.2E-01 (8193)***SEC. 63***0.0E + 00 (1)4.8E-01 (17676)2.0E-01 (17561)2.0E-01 (17561)2.2E-01 (13232)4.6E-05 (12509)3.9E-02 (9912)2.0E-01 (9969)***ADAMTS13***1.0E-07 (9294)3.7E-01 (16940)8.0E-02 (16576)8.0E-02 (16576)1.8E-01 (13012)1.8E-04 (13225)4.2E-02 (10223)2.1E-01 (9719)***CDCP1***1.0E-07 (9294)3.4E-02 (13319)9.3E-01 (20080)9.3E-01 (20080)4.8E-01 (14582)1.1E-03 (14355)4.8E-02 (10731)1.9E-01 (11391)***MAPK1***2.0E-07 (9613)3.1E-03 (11494)1.8E-03 (14056)1.9E-03 (14056)1.1E-01 (12409)6.0E-06 (11295)7.1E-02 (12898)2.2E-01 (8447)***SIRT1***2.0E-07 (9613)1.2E-01 (14807)8.2E-02 (16593)8.2E-02 (16593)5.1E-01 (14831)7.9E-04 (14140)8.8E-02 (13866)2.1E-01 (9788)***E2F3***2.0E-07 (9613)7.2E-05 (9558)2.3E-04 (13181)2.5E-04 (13181)3.7E-01 (13847)1.2E-05 (11758)3.5E-02 (9659)1.9E-01 (12135)***GFRA1***4.0E-07 (9878)7.8E-01 (19403)6.4E-05 (12689)7.0E-05 (12689)5.6E-02 (11628)1.2E-03 (14469)6.5E-02 (12355)2.0E-01 (10651)***GSTT1***8.0E-07 (10173)1.3E-04 (9806)7.9E-05 (12754)8.6E-05 (12754)1.6E-01 (12867)5.2E-05 (12582)6.0E-02 (11834)1.8E-01 (12571)***SALL4***8.0E-07 (10173)2.7E-02 (13117)6.6E-05 (12698)7.2E-05 (12698)9.7E-02 (12270)3.1E-04 (13552)1.1E-01 (14453)2.0E-01 (10794)\*As the p-value of MIC is calculated by table lookup, so we just list the MIC value (if MIC \> 0.22378, then the p-value of MIC \< 2.435e-06). The genes reported in pubmed was shown in bold italics. The rank of the p-value of each gene from each method were also shown above and the ties of p-value ranks were replaced by their minimum respectively. Figure 1The scatter lot and probability density distribution of 15 gene expressions (reported significant genes detected only by BNNPT) between kidney-cancer and normal groups. Figure 2The scatterplot and probability density distribution of UGT1A9 gene expression (reported significant genes detected only by CANOVA) between kidney-cancer and normal groups. Figure 3The scatterplot and probability density distribution of HDAC1 gene expression (reported significant genes detected only by Pearson) between kidney-cancer and normal groups. Figure 4The scatterplot and probability density distribution of UPK3A gene expression (reported significant genes detected only by Spearman) between kidney-cancer and normal groups. Figure 5The scatterplot and probability density distribution of SLC26A9 gene expression (reported significant genes detected only by Distance) between kidney-cancer and normal groups.

Out of the unique set of genes detected by BNNPT (Supplemental Materials [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}), a few were reported to be relevant to renal cancer or disease: CDCP1, GSTT1, E2F3, MAPK1, SALL4, SIRT1, ADAMTS13, Gfrα1, ASPH, MIR17HG, APOE, BMP4, RCOR1, NUMB and SEC63 (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). CUB-domain-containing-protein-1 (CDCP1) is an integral membrane protein whose expression is up-regulated in various cancer types. And high CDCP1 expression has been correlated with poor prognosis in renal cancer^[@CR39],[@CR40]^. Emerging evidences suggest that the GSTT1 gene is involved in the detoxification of carcinogens, and the polymorphisms in this gene that result in a loss of enzyme activity may increase the risk of renal cell carcinoma (RCC)^[@CR41]^. The E2F3 transcriptional regulatory pathway plays an important role in clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC). E2F3 regulates the carcinogenesis and progression of ccRCC by regulating the expression of downstream HIF-2α^[@CR42]^. The rs743409 variant in MAPK1 is a variation in the microRNA (miRNA) binding site of the gene in the VHL-HIF1 alpha pathway, which was reported to be significantly associated with renal cell carcinoma^[@CR43]^. SALL4 is a zinc finger structure transcription factor that maintains the pluripotent of embryonic stem cells and plays an important role in kidney development, its expression is associated with Wilms tumors^[@CR44]^. SIRT1, acts as a direct target gene for miR-22, significantly inhibits the growth and metastasis of renal cell tumor^[@CR45]^. The ADAMTS13 gene encodes von Willebrand factor-cleaving protease. It has been reported that human renal tubular epithelial cells synthesize biologically active ADAMTS13 which may, after release from tubuli, regulate hemostasis in the local microenvironment^[@CR46]^. Gfrα1, combined with tyrosine kinase Ret, is involved in the signaling pathway activated by glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (Gdnf), which plays an important role in kidney development and urinary tract maturation^[@CR47]^. ASPH has been reported to be associated with Congenital anomalies of the kidneys and urinary tract (CAKUT), which are the leading cause of chronic kidney disease (CKD) in children^[@CR48]^. MIR17HG plays an important role in renal development, especially in the regulation of nephron development, its mutation may affect the renal function^[@CR49]^. The APOE gene has been reported to be indirectly associated with chronic kidney disease. Knockout of APOE causes hypercholesterolemia, which in turn leads to chronic kidney disease^[@CR50]^. Mutations in BMP4 are associated with renal abnormalities^[@CR51]^. RCOR1 and NUMB are associated with renal fibrosis^[@CR52],[@CR53]^. SEC63 is associated with polycystic kidney disease^[@CR54],[@CR55]^.

The mean renal cancer distribution and the normal group distribution are approximately equal for most of the genes in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, indicating that the linear relationship is nearly zero (for example, ADAMTS13, APOE, BMP4, GFRA1, RCOR1, SEC63, SIRT1, Pearson R's p value \> 0.05 in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). BNNPT may provide sufficient power if the distributions of these genes have the same mean value, but have different curvature of the density distribution function, meaning that the variances of the two distributions are different. BNNPT is still capable of distinguishing between kidney cancer and normal groups under complex distributions, such as the bimodal distribution in E2F3, to identify the target gene.

The only gene uniquely detected by CANOVA has been reported to be associated with renal cell carcinoma, UGT1A9 (identified in Supplemental Materials [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). It was reported that a significant decreased glucuronidation capacity was paralleled by drastically reduced UGT1A9 mRNA and protein expression. UGT1A9 mediated renal drug metabolism process, which greatly reduced the incidence of renal cancer^[@CR56],[@CR57]^. There is only one unique gene detected by Pearson (also reported in Pubmed), HDAC1 (identified in Supplemental Materials [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}, Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The increased activity of histone deacetylase (HDAC) is associated with aggressive tumor behavior and tumor growth. It has been reported that Class I HDAC isoforms 1 and 2 are highly expressed in renal cell cancer^[@CR58]^. The only unique gene detected by Spearman (also reported in Pubmed) is UPK3A (identified in Supplemental Materials [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}, Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). It has been reported to be associated with vesico-ureteral reflux (VUR), which resulted in 8.5% of end-stage renal disease in children^[@CR59]^. The only unique gene detected by Distance (also reported in Pubmed) is SLC26A9 (identified in Supplemental Materials [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), which was reported to be associated with renal disease. SLC26A9 plays an important role in maintaining acid-base balance in renal tubules and nephrons as a chloride ion exchanger^[@CR60]^. MIC didn't find unique genes that were previously reported. Hoeffding's independence test and Kendall's rank correlation coefficients did not detect any unique significant genes.

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

Longevity is a multifactorial trait with a genetic contribution and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) polymorphisms were found to be involved in the phenomenon of longevity. In an autopsy study of 1,536 patients in Japanese elderly, haplogroups A and M7a were significantly associated with coronary atherosclerosis, with odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) of 1.80 (1.09-2.97; p = 0.023) and 1.92 (1.23-3.01; p = 0.004) respectively^[@CR37]^. In the study of a population-based case-control study in a Chinese Han population residing in Rugao, Jiangsu Province, a significantly decreasing trend of B4a frequency was observed from middle-aged subjects (4.2%), elderly subjects (3.8%) and longevity subjects (1.7%) in females (p = 0.045). What's more, significant reduction of M9 haplogroups was observed in longevity subjects (0.2%) when compared with both elderly subjects (2.2%) and middle-aged subjects (1.7%). Linear-by-linear association test revealed a significant decreasing trend of N9 frequency from middle-aged subjects (8.6%), elderly subjects (7.2%) and longevity subjects (4.8%) (p = 0.018)^[@CR27]^.

Among all the benchmarked methods, BNNPT detected a unique set of genes (15 genes) related to renal cancer or renal diseases in Pubmed database. It was reported that CDCP1 is a unique HIF-2α target gene involved in the regulation of cancer metastasis and suggest that CDCP1 is a biomarker and potential therapeutic target for metastatic cancers^[@CR39]^. GSTT1 null genotype is a risk factor for patients with more primitive urologic malignancies (bladder, prostate and kidney) and it is more frequent in patients with multiple urologic tumors^[@CR41]^. Clinical trials have shown that E2F3 is overexpressed in advanced clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC), and there are multiple E2F3 binding sites in the promoter of HIF-2a. Thus, targeting E2F3-HIF-2a interactions may be a promising treatment procedure for ccRCC^[@CR42]^. The SNP rs743409 in MAPK1 is a variant of miRNA binding site single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Under the additive model, the variants were reduced with a 10% risk, indicating that there is a correlation between the miRNA binding site SNP and the RCC risk in the VHL-HIF1 alpha pathway^[@CR43]^. SALL4 is a zinc finger transcription factor that plays an important role in kidney development, and SALL4 mutation causes kidney deformity^[@CR44]^. SIRT1 was identified as a direct target for miR-22, and miR-22 might act as a tumor suppressor in RCC and blocks RCC growth and metastasis by direct targeting of SIRT1, indicating a potential new therapeutic effect in RCC therapy^[@CR45]^. The ADAMTS13 mRNA encodes the von Willebrand factor cleavage protease, which has been detected in a variety of tissues including the kidney. Human renal tubular epithelial cells synthesize ADAMTS13 with biological activity that regulates local microenvironment after release from tubules^[@CR46]^. Gfrα1 regulates renal development and ureteral maturation in the interaction with the tyrosine kinase Ret and the ligand glial cell-line derived neurotrophic factor (Gdnf)^[@CR47]^. Other unique genes (ASPH, MIR17HG, APOE, BMP4, RCOR1, NUMB and SEC63) detected by BNNPT are associated with renal diseases^[@CR48]--[@CR55]^.

Theoretically, any machine learning algorithm^[@CR61]^ that predicts Y using X may become the kernel function^[@CR62]^ of our permutation test. Previously, CANOVA can be viewed as a permutations test of a simple moving average machine learning algorithm. We also tested a random forest^[@CR63]^ as the kernel, however, both are not as powerful as BNNPT. We speculate that the reason for BNNPT's superiority is that kNN is the most powerful method in one dimensional machine learning case. Further, we make use of machine learning methods to solve correlation analysis problems.

One important advantage of BNNPT over CANOVA is that the bandwidth parameter can be left as default in most cases. The experiment demonstrates that mtry = sqrt(N) is robust. Thus our test can be viewed as "tuning free". Also setting mtry = sqrt(N) instead of N (the conventional one nearest neighbor rule) is not only faster but also more powerful due to regularization effect (decorrelation among bags). BNNPT is also robust with the other parameter, number of bags (default is 256 for computing efficiency).

In this study, we can only test independence between two continuous variables. We can't directly make covariates adjustments. However, we can further take covariate adjustments incorporate into account by first regressing response variable on covariates and then test the independence between the residual error and the response variable Y using BNNPT.

Typically when there exist nonlinear correlation between two variables, the appropriate data transformation can efficiently bring the nonlinearity to linear. We have compared the power of different methods by transforming the data first (including quadratic function, sine function and cosine function in Supplemental Materials [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}). And Pearson correlation coefficient is the most powerful method using this strategy. In practice, the true relationship is typically not complex. A two-dimensional scatter plot can help us to reveal the relationship between two variables followed by appropriately chosen transformation model such as log, square or square root transformation. Furthermore, automatically finding the optimal data transformation model is a promising research direction which we will work on in the near future. However, BNNPT is still an efficient method to explore the nonlinear relationships between two continuous variables without specific domain knowledge. According to the null hypothesis, if X really have prediction ability for Y, this dependence could be detected by BNNPT. Moreover, we will also develop multivariable test which may be important on complex traits area^[@CR64]^.

While each method has its own advantages, the results of different methods can often be correlated with each other. Our simulation results indicate that the use of both linear correlation algorithms (Pearson, Spearman or Kendall) and non-linear correlation algorithms (BNNPT, CANOVA, MIC, Hoeffding or Distance) could increase the probabilities of detecting real biological signals.

To sum, we developed a robust algorithm to detect independence between two random variables especially in non-linear situations. To conclude, our BNNPT method appears to be efficient in testing nonlinear correlation in real data applications.
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